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Abstract. Based on previous experience in prediction systems with
Fuzzy Deformable Prototypes, improvement in their functioning and de-
formation capacity is necessary, a new idea/concept for this is proposed.
We propose a system with artificial intelligence that is capable of char-
acterizing new situations, within the context of a PhD. thesis, capable of
recognizing samples in a cognitive environment, in addition to testing its
viability and performance in a non-cognitive environment a preliminary
experiment is carried out, classifying handwritten digits from a reference
database (MNIST) with a good success rate.
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1 Motivation/Introduction

The motivation for this work arises from different points:

1. An article by H. Bremermman[1], where he proposes the Deformable Proto-
types.

2. Fuzzy Prototypes proposed by Lotfi A. Zadeh [8].
3. Starting from points 1 and 2, the Fuzzy Deformable Prototypes proposed

by J.A. Olivas [5], these have been applied in a wide number of problems in
different fields successfully. However they have a bottleneck, they depends on
a single parameter, the degrees of representativeness.

This work arises especially on the basis of points 1 (with a more focused approach
to this point and the use of physics) and 3 of the previous list. As entry point,
a handwritten digit recognition through a classic Fuzzy Pattern system (based
on the concept of Mask[6]) was done. For these reasons, the main objective of
this thesis is: Improve the application of Fuzzy Deformable Prototypes and the
creation/use of a new concept to improve their deformation capacity, we will call
this new concept: Elastic Patterns.
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H. Bremermman proposed that a set of equivalent classes can be represented
by individual members. Furthermore, if a pattern is equivalent to a class and a
serie of affine transformations, we can try to represent that class by an individual
member of it. In that case, these individual members can be called prototype
[1]. A prototype can be defined by a set of parameters, a parametric representa-
tion. Combining the work of H. Bremermann and R.Hodges a matching function
was defined, this function is able of classifying samples from a universeU into
one of the existing labels (classes) in that universe.

On the other hand, Lofti A Zadeh proposed that a fuzzy prototype is not
an element, but the set of a good, poor and borderline element of a category.
Prototipicality is a mather of degree. A fuzzy set A can be defined as the degree
of membership of selected elements previously divided by the elements. So, a
prototype A is a fuzzy set defined by the degree of membership of selected ele-
ments previously divided by the prototypes of the elements:

PT (A) = High/PT (AGood) +Medium/PT (ABorderline) +Low/PT (APoor)

Fuzzy Deformable Prototypes can be described as a linear combination Fuzzy
Prototypical Categories (described as tables of attributes), extending the De-
formable Prototypes to the case of affinity with more than one Fuzzy Prototyp-
ical Category the definition of a real situation would be:

Creal(w1...wn) =| ∑ μpi(vi...vn) |

2 Elastic Patterns

In order to improve the bottleneck of the Fuzzy Deformable Prototypes and their
capacity to deform, a new idea is proposed: Represent a pattern (a prototype)
by a set of springs and deform these, simulating the physical deformation that
will be produced in a real spring, this is carried out generating a deformation, by
contracting or stretching, each spring individually. Measuring the deformation
that the springs suffer is one of the most important aspects of this new idea.
So, the Elastic Patterns generate a deformation on two levels in order to match
perfectly with a new sample to be recognized:

– At the level of the parameter (spring/parameter deformation): Calcu-
lated using the concept of Engineering Strain. Used to measure the defor-
mation of a spring on a single axis, obtaining the deformation suffered in
function of its initial length, the deformation causes that the final length of
the spring is n times the initial length[3]. Parameters that are most deformed
individually should add more value to the total deformation. For example:
The deformation suffered by a spring that measures 1 cm. and deforms 1 cm.
more is much greater than the suffered by a spring of 20 cm. and deforms 1
cm. more.
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– At the level of the pattern (pattern deformation): The calculation of the
Deformation Energy corresponds to the deformation of the Elastic Pattern.
To carry out this calculation a new concept is used, a Deformation Vector.
Which is based on the concept of Deformation Tensor [2]. This concept nor-
mally used in mechanics of continuous media and mechanics of deformable
solids, with the aim of weighting the change of shape and volume in a body.
The Deformation Energy that a pattern undergoes to fit perfectly with a
real case is the sum of each of the values of the Deformation Vector, in other
words, the Deformation Energy that affects the Elastic Pattern is the sum
of the deformation suffered by each parameter.

It is possible to use the following concept, inherited from the Deformable
Prototypes:

A sample is classified according to the minimum Defornmation Energy re-
quired for physically deforming the closest Elastic Pattern.

3 Preliminary Experiments

To test whether the proposed hypothesis makes sense and can work in a both
cognitive (closer to the knowledge engineering) and non-cognitive environments,
some preliminary experiments is carried out, similar to the digit recognition
system described above. MINIST is, de facto, one of the most used databases in
image classification and artificial intelligence tasks, due to the quantity, variety
and quality of classified samples. It has been used in many projects[4] [7], so it
can be considered a reference data set. For this reason, the experiment is being
carried out using MNIST. The conditions under which the experiment is carried
out are as follows:

– An image database is available 1, which is a subset of MNIST, consisting of
70,000 images (matrix-coded) of handwritten digits.

– Each sample is coded as a 28 x 28 pixel matrix, whose values will be in the
range 0 (a black pixel) to 255 (a white pixel). In addition, each sample has
associated with which digit it represents, these digits being numbers from 0
to 9. The samples are centered in the image.

– The training set consists of 60,000 of these random samples, used to generate
the different elastic patterns. The test set will be made up of the remaining
10,000 samples.

The results obtained are: the generation time of the elastic patterns is ap-
proximately 20 seconds, success rate is approximately 80%, and execution time
is approximately 90 seconds.

1 https://www.openml.org/d/554
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4 Conclusions

Once the experiment has been carried out, it is possible to draw the following
conclusions:

– Conceptually the Elastic Patterns are easy to understand and use. However,
the generation of Elastic Patterns depends on each problem and context in
which they are applied.

– They are a good way to generate a model that represents reality in a simple
way as the previous works on which they are based[1][5].

– Elastic patterns can work with a certain level of uncertainty, as they deform
to perfectly match a new situation.

– The high percentage of correct results in the experiments, over 80%, shows
that the proposed new concept is viable and that it is possible to use it at a
not cognitive enviroment too.

As future work the following points are proposed: continue to study how
data deformation is possible, establish a general method for the generation of
Elastic Patterns, and the use of the Elastic Patterns on a more complex database,
use them at a cognitive enviroment. Currently there is already a project in
development for the detection of hereditary cancer using Elastic Patterns.
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